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ExplorerÂ .Swifts take home
teams in special three-game

series By Cody Green
Published: Feb 17, 2013 The
Gastonia-based Division II

teams battled each other in a
special three-game series. The

swift and the fire flies
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prevailed by sweeping the
three-game series. It was a

hard fought battle in the three
games of the series, the

Swifties and the Fire Flies
battled for keeps this weekend
with the Swifties winning two
of three games. Gastonia got
off to a strong start in game
one of the three-game series,

taking the lead in the first
inning with a run that scored as
the third base base runner. In
the second inning, the swifties
struck for two more runs with
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a pair of runs on a hit by the
senior, first baseman Jac S.

Hardin, and home run batter,
Jamie S. Hardy. “We came out

strong in our at bat to begin
with and when we got to base

runners they took advantage of
it,” Swiftie head coach, Gary

Bailey said. The fire flies were
able to capitalize on the

Swifties strong showing. The
fire flies broke the scoreless
tie and quickly found their
first run of the game in the

fifth inning as shortstop Taylor
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Bailey drove in a pair of
runners. Then, in the sixth

inning, the Fire flys offense
exploded. With two outs in the

frame, the Fire flys runners
walked one on and one out.

The next hitter, shortstop Katie
W. Wilson, grounded out to
the second baseman to score

the third run of the frame
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two date ranges, {from|to} and
{start|end} and I want all

records within the ranges. It
would be most useful if this

would work for multiple
ranges too. Below is the sql
code I have come up with. I

am sure the sub queries can be
improved. SELECT * FROM

exampleTable WHERE
year(start) BETWEEN

year(from) AND year(to) and
month(start) BETWEEN

month(from) AND month(to);
SELECT * FROM
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exampleTable WHERE start
>= 'from' and start = 'from'
and end ='from' and start =

'to'; SELECT * FROM
exampleTable WHERE start

>= 'from' and start ='from' and
end = 'from' and start ='from'
and end ='from' and start =

'to'; SELECT * FROM
exampleTable WHERE start

>='from' and start = 'to';
SELECT * FROM

exampleTable WHERE start
>='from' and start ='from' and
end ='from' and start ='from'
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and end = 'from' and start =
'from' and end >= 'to';

SELECT * FROM
exampleTable WHERE start
>= 'from' and start = 'from'
and end = 'from' and start
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